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Maryland’s tax sale process effectively enables fair collection of local government revenues, 
including those due to municipalities, at an efficient cost to taxpayers. In most cases, the mere 
notice of a property’s eligibility for tax sale is followed by prompt payment of overdue 
charges. For properties that do enter tax sale, a substantial window of time exists before 
foreclosure may commence. Most importantly, counties rely on tax sale to keep revenue 
systems fair. Allowing bills for county services to go unpaid depletes resources for vital public 
services, and extends fiscal pressure to those taxpayers who pay sufficiently and on time.  

The process proves just as necessary for collecting payment on utility liens. If delinquent water 
and wastewater accountholders are not held responsible for covering their fair share of 
supporting vital infrastructure, counties must raise rates on paying users, defer imperative 
maintenance, or both.  

Maryland has refined its tax sale process several times to respond to various concerns. In each 
case, it improved its efficiency and fairness. Maryland has increased the threshold amount 
due, which triggers the tax sale process. It has revised and simplified associated costs. This 
state has authorized bundled-property sales, sealed bidding, and establishment of a bidder 
premium structure to curtail unlimited bidding – all of which various counties use, as they 
satisfy their needs specifically.  

Counties welcome the opportunity to work with this task force to further refine the process, 
balancing the interests of property owners, investors, and local governments. Counties 
respectfully request that this task force consider their need to collect revenues to fund essential 
public services fairly and efficiently when evaluating the many interests and needs involved in 
the process.   


